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ON TEST

Gold Note currently has only two CD 

players in its line-up, the other being the 

Favard Anniversary ($23,200 base price: 

add $5,000 for a digital input and a further 

$13,700 for an atomic master clock), but it 

has been building CD players since 1998 

when it introduced its fi rst: the CD5. This 

model was followed by the Stibbert and the 

strangely-named ‘Koala’ CD players (well, 

maybe Koala was a strange name for an Ital-

ian company to use, but it made perfect sense 

to us Aussies).

These CD players went through fi ve gen-

erations (and three company names) before 

making way for the CD-1000 and Favard An-

niversary (named after Florence’s Conserva-

torium of Music, Villa Favard on Via Aretina). 

The Stibbert was named after Frederick Stib-

bert, a wealthy collector whose former home 

on the hill of Montughi in Florence is now 

the site of a museum named in his honour.

THE EQUIPMENT

What is perhaps most notable about the Gold 

Note CD-1000 CD Player is that it’s just so 

‘upgradable’. Although you can purchase the 

T
hink Florence, Italy, and you’re 

more likely to think of it as being 

the home of Michelangelo’s David, 

the Uffi zi Gallery, the Pitti Palace, 

the Ponti Vecchio or the Florence Cathedral 

than you are to think of it as the home of 

one of the world’s most famous high-end 

audio manufacturers.

Yes, Italy’s Gold Note is not only based 

in Florence, but also builds all its equipment 

there. Established in 1992, the company’s 

motto ‘The Renaissance of Technology’ actu-

ally references the fact that that the city 

of Florence is regarded by historians as the 

birthplace of the Renaissance.

Gold Note’s name might not be familiar 

to you, not least because the company has 

changed it so many times over the years. It 

started out as the Bluenote Cultural Associa-

tion and Music School, became just ‘Blue-

note’, then changed again to ‘Goldenote’, 

before becoming plain ‘Gold Note’ in 2012. 

(And just to add to the confusion, in the 

intervening period the name ‘Black Note’ 

appeared prominently on the front panels of 

its hi-fi  equipment.)

CD-1000 in its standard form (as reviewed 

here), it uses a modular platform that allows 

you to option-in either one of two different 

Class-A output stages instead of its standard 

output stage, either of two different external 

power supplies instead of its own on-board 

power supply, and either of two different 

external master clocks instead of its onboard 

clock. The two optional external Class-

A valve output stages are the eight-valve 

Tube-1008 and the twelve-valve Tube-1012, 

which also uses six transformers. The two 

optional different external power supplies 

are the 250-watt PSU-1250 and the 100-watt 

PSU-1100. The two optional external master 

clocks are the Caesium CLK-1055 and the 

Rubidium CLK-1037. You can even option in 

a high-quality metal-faced remote control to 

replace the standard all-plastic version, about 

which more later. Other options include a 

high-quality internal preamplifi er stage so 

you can use the CD-1000 to directly drive 

power amplifi ers; plus an optional balanced 

analogue input, so you could connect an ex-

isting analogue component to it, eliminating 

the need for an external pre-amplifi er.

CD PLAYER & DAC

Gold Note CD-1000
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clocked by Rubidium and the other by Cae-

sium—as options.

The Caesium clock likely uses the ultra-

small on-chip device originally developed

for the Defence Advanced Research Projects

Agency (DARPA), which is the advanced-

technology branch of the US Department

of Defence, and now manufactured for

commercial use by Microsemi (the Microsemi

Quantum SA.45s). The clock measures the

passage of time in millionths of a second by

counting the frequency of electromagnetic

waves. These waves are emitted by Cae-

sium atoms are stored in a tiny container,

no bigger than a grain of rice, where they

are excited by shots from a vertical-cavity

surface-emitting laser. Microsemi also makes

Rubidium devices. I suppose it’s only a matter

of time before Gold Note offers an external

clock based on Strontium.

The exterior of the CD-1000 is the work

of Stefano Bonifazi, who is not only an

industrial designer but also an architect, who

has worked for Gold Note since 2012. It’s a

very ‘clean’ design, with two vertical trenches

scribed across the face of the player at the

left, and an inset gold-coloured medallion

with Gold Note’s symbolic ‘ancient man with

curved gold horn’ scribed into the surface.

The two vertical trenches can be left empty,

or filled with your choice of wood (walnut),

acrylic or aluminium inserts. At least these

are the factory options… you could easily

make up your own inserts from any material

you choose, which would make your player

unique. Replacing the inserts is not easy,

however, because they’re designed to be fac-

tory-installed at the time of purchase, so your

original choice is glued into place. However,

according to Gold Note, if you change your

mind, it is possible… although not easy…

to remove the bars so you can replace them

with something else. The ‘standard’ material

is a bone-coloured acrylic. As for the chas-

sis, you can choose between black brushed

aluminium or silver brushed aluminium. Our

photograph doesn’t really give any sense of

scale, but the CD-1000 is considerably larger

than most CD players, measuring

135×425×375mm (HWD). It weighs

15kg. I was not impressed by the

Owner’s Manual supplied with the

GOLD NOTE CD-1000
CD PLAYER & DAC

Brand: Gold Note

Model: CD 1000

Category: CD Player/DAC

RRP: $6,900 (Base Price, see page 42)

Warranty: Two Years (One Year on Mech)

Distributor: Absolute HiEnd

Address: PO Box 370 Ormond VIC 3204

(04) 8877 7999

info@absolutehiend.com

 www.absolutehiend.com

Readers interested in a full technical 

appraisal of the performance of the 

Gold Note CD-1000 CD Player should 

continue on and read the LABORATORY 

REPORT published on page 44. Readers 

should note that the results mentioned 

in the report, tabulated in performance 

charts and/or displayed using graphs 

and/or photographs should be 

construed as applying only to 

the specifi c sample tested.

Lab Report on page 44

Upgrade options

Doubles as a DAC

Wonderful sound

Upgrade options!

Headphone output

Remote control(s)

LAB REPORT

You can see how the CD-1000 accommo-

dates all these options by looking at its rear 

panel. On it, in addition to the inputs and 

outputs you’d expect to fi nd on a high-end 

CD Player/DAC: unbalanced (via RCA) and 

balanced (via XRL) outputs, coaxial, Toslink 

and USB digital inputs, plus a coaxial digital 

output, the CD-1000 also has connections for 

‘tube input’ (left and right), clock input and 

PSU (power supply unit) input. A ‘Master’ 

power switch is located immediately along-

side the PSU input.

The front panel of the CD-1000, by con-

trast, is rather plain, with a disc tray located 

above a smallish rectangular front-panel dis-

play, fi ve pushbuttons for transport control 

(from left to right: Eject, Play, Reverse Skip/

Fast Backward, Forward Skip/Fast Forward 

and Stop) plus a power button at the extreme 

right (On/Standby). Surprisingly, there is 

no headphone output (nor, at the time of 

writing, is there any news of one becoming 

available as an option).

The CD transport mechanism used in 

the CD-1000 is the JPL-2580B ‘Silver Strike’ 

tray loading mechanism made by Austrian 

manufacturer Stream-Unlimited, a com-

pany that specialises in building high-end 

audio parts. The tray itself is plastic, with an 

aluminium faceplate, and is framed on either 

side by high-grade steel rods whose motion is 

guided by sintered bronze bearings. An anti-

vibration system is integrated into the tray 

to absorb and damp vibrations that might be 

introduced by playing an unbalanced disc. 

Tray load/unload logic is excellent, with the 

tray’s motion stopping in the event of an 

external obstruction of any kind (usually it’s 

an accidentally mis-loaded CD).

The DAC used for the coaxial and opti-

cal inputs is Burr-Brown’s 24-bit/192kHz 

oversampling PCM 1792A. For USB a 

24-bit/192kHz XMOS XS1-L1 is used. Gold 

Note’s own ‘Zero-Clock’ powers a Texas In-

struments CDCE906 Clock Master Generator 

that resets the clocking every time the unit 

plays music, so the digital audio signal is, ac-

cording to Gold Note: ‘always perfectly aligned 

with the D/A converter.’ Despite the quote, 

Gold Note itself must think the clocking can 

be improved, otherwise there’d be no reason 

for to offer two external atomic clocks—one 

CD-1000, not least because it’s so poorly writ-

ten, so poorly produced and so littered with 

grammatical and spelling errors (maybe it 

reads better in its original Italian), but mainly 

because the Owner’s Manual’s only purpose 

seems to be to advertise to owners the many 

upgrades that are available to improve the 

CD-1000’s performance, rather than to extol 

the virtues of the product they’ve just paid 

hard cash for, and tell them how to get 

the best sound from what they’ve actually 

bought. If I’d just spent nearly seven grand 

on a product, I really don’t want to be told 

that I can now improve it by changing the 

power supply, changing the output stage, 

changing the clock, adding a preamplifi er 

stage and adding an analogue input. But 

maybe that’s just me…

 The clock measures the passage of time 
in millionths of a second by counting 
the frequency of electromagnetic waves 
emitted by Caesium atoms...
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was supplied the more expensive optional 

remote, which has a metal top (but still a 

plastic bottom), and offers a few extra func-

tions not found on the standard remote, one 

of these being the ability to control channel 

balance (if the optional internal pre-amplifi er 

has been installed inside the CD-1000). If 

the internal preamplifi er is installed it means 

the volume control keys (available on both 

remotes) will also be active, allowing you to 

adjust the output level of the CD-1000. When 

altering channel balance or volume, the CD-

1000’s front-panel display will show either 

‘L’ and ‘R’ with bars underneath to indicate 

relative levels, or VOLUME, with bars above, 

to show level.

Whichever remote you buy, don’t lose it 

because without it you won’t be able to ac-

cess the alternative inputs: USB, Coaxial, and 

Toslink. Perhaps more importantly, if you 

have set the Gold Note’s input to one of these 

alternative inputs, but want to play a CD, you 

won’t be able to do so without fi rst using the 

remote to reset the player to ‘CD’, because 

there doesn’t appear to be any way of doing 

this without the remote. When this hap-

pened to me, I tried disconnecting the mains 

power and then re-connecting it, hoping that 

this ‘cold boot’ action would reset the CD-

1000, but when it powered-up again, it was 

still set for the coaxial digital input, meaning 

I had to wait until my wife came home and 

told me where she’d put the remote before I 

could change inputs.

But although I had a few issues with the 

operation of the CD-1000, I have nothing but 

unconstrained praise for the sound quality it 

produced, which was absolutely outstanding. 

Since it is a CD player, I commenced listen-

ing with CDs and despite weeks of playing, 

using some of my most-demanding CDs, my 

admiration for how great it made all the CDs 

in my collection sound simply increased with 

every disc I played.

IN USE AND LISTENING 

SESSIONS

The loading tray seemed really solid to me, 

and so I wasn’t surprised to fi nd it ‘clunked’ 

fairly noisily both when it opened and when 

it closed. I guess you’d expect this because of 

the amount of metal-to-metal contact that’s 

involved in the process. Loading a CD is not 

exactly a fast process: I measured the ‘load-to-

play’ time as being 11 seconds. When a disc 

initially loads, the display shows total num-

ber of tracks at the left and the total playing 

time at the right, with a very large ‘TOTAL’ 

indicated at the bottom of the display… 

probably unnecessarily.

Press ‘Play’ and the track playing is dis-

played at the left of the display, the elapsed 

time within the track at the right, and a very 

large ‘PLAY’ indicated at the bottom of the 

display… this time totally unnecessarily. 

Luckily, you can use the ‘Disp’ button on the 

remote control to turn the display off. In fact 

I personally found the size and brightness of 

the display so distracting that I did turn it 

off—the fi rst time I can remember having to 

do so when reviewing a CD player.

You cannot use the ‘Disp’ button to vary 

the level of brightness: your choice is only 

between ‘On’ and ‘Off’. If you choose to use 

the player with the display switched off, it 

will come on briefl y (for about four seconds) 

whenever you operate any of the transport 

or other controls so you can visually confi rm 

what button you’ve pressed. I did fi nd one 

quirk with the display. During the time I was 

reviewing the CD-1000, we had a long power 

outage in my suburb, and when the power 

eventually came back on, the player worked 

fi ne, but the display remained resolutely 

dark, no matter what I did, or what buttons 

I pushed. I eventually turned the player off, 

disconnected the power, re-connected it, then 

turned it back on, after which everything 

worked perfectly again. I couldn’t replicate 

this, so maybe it was truly a one-off ‘glitch’ 

caused by the power surge that caused the 

outage: I mention it solely so you know the 

solution if it ever happens to you.

When I fi rst started using the Gold Note 

CD-1000, I was a bit annoyed that there 

wasn’t a pause control on the front panel… 

only one on the remote. Then I discovered 

that the ‘Play’ button on the front panel IS 

actually a ‘Pause’ control as well. It would 

therefore have been really helpful if Gold 

Note had included the usual Play/Pause 

symbol (  )on the front panel, instead of 

just the standard Play symbol ( . One thing 

I did fi nd intensely annoying is that the track 

reverse skip has a weird logic where if you’re 

less than ten seconds into a track and press 

it, it doesn’t skip back to the beginning of the 

track that’s playing, but instead skips all the 

way back to the beginning of the previous 

track. Once you’re more than ten seconds 

into a track, it then operates ‘normally’ and 

skips to the beginning of the track. This is 

probably a ‘feature’ of the transport but I 

didn’t fi nd this ‘dual nature’ of the control’s 

operation at all helpful; nor can I think of a 

circumstance where it might be.

I also didn’t like that you can’t use the 

track skip controls while the player is paused, 

because this operational sequence is some-

thing I do quite often. (If you don’t use this 

same sequence, the fact that it won’t skip 

while paused won’t make the slightest differ-

ence to you.) One thing I did really like about 

the fast-forward/fast reverse operation is that 

when you hold the track skip down, it not 

only fi rst goes into a slow-speed search, then 

after six seconds switches to a high-speed 

search (which many players do) but goes one 

better, with the display showing ‘LS Search’ 

and ‘HS Search’ while this is happening, to 

show you what’s going on visually.

There are two different remote controls 

available for the CD-1000. My review unit 

 I have 
nothing but 
unconstrained 
praise for the 
sound quality 
it produced, 
which was 
absolutely 
outstanding!
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GOLD NOTE CD-1000

OPTION LISTING

All music needs a solid rhythmic founda-

tion, usually supplied by instruments operat-

ing in the low frequencies, and the rhythm 

and timing of the Gold Note CD-1000 was 

outstandingly good: rock-steady, with a 

beautifully musical pulse. At the same time 

the sheer depth of the bass was staggering, 

whether it was the sound of a pipe organ’s 

pedal, or the stabbing sound of a synthe-

siser playing syncopated notes in the lowest 

octave of the audio spectrum, the Gold Note 

delivered the goods instantly and uncom-

plainingly, with no audible hint of strain or 

side-effects.

I particularly liked the way the Gold Note 

reproduced Olivier Messiaen’s fabulous work 

Nativité du Seigneur as played by Hans-Ola 

Ericsson on the Gronlund Organ in Sweden’s 

Lulea Cathedral. Not only great low-frequen-

cy sound, but also superb acoustics. The 

double bass sound on Leonard Cohen’s own 

original version of Hallelujah was twangily 

realistic. (I still listen to it, even though I 

prefer every cover version of Hallelujah to any 

version Cohen’s ever sung.)

My exploration of the Gold Note’s mid-

range performance was aided and abetted by 

the musically intriguing Lorely Rodriguez, 

whose latest release, ‘Empress of Me’, contin-

ues her obsession with herself, so it wasn’t a 

surprise to fi nd that not only did she write 

and perform all ten tracks on the album, but 

she also produced, recorded and engineered 

it. Rodriguez’s admittedly-lovely voice is 

continually located front and centre (would 

you expect it anywhere else?), even when it’s 

accompanied by dubbed and sampled ver-

sions of herself (also as you’d expect). In most 

tracks she builds layer on layer of sound, yet 

the CD-1000 allowed me to peel them back, 

or listen through them, or to the multiple 

layers, as I wanted. The linearity and clarity 

of the midrange sound were awesome. The 

player’s stereo imaging is superb too, which 

manifested both in the perfect placement of 

sounds across the stereo stage, but also in the 

way the effects worked so well (such as the 

fl anging in the track To Get By.)

For those who’d like to audition some-

thing a little less electronic than ‘Empress 

of Me’, and a whole lot more country—and 

that’s more country than western—buy and 

audition Emma Swift’s fantastic self-titled 

album, not only for her gorgeous voice but 

also for the beautiful songs, the musician-

ship of her band and the incredibly realistic 

sounds of their instruments, plus the rare 

opportunity to hear a baritone guitar (on 

King of America). I loved every track on this 

album, but particularly King of America, 

which sounds like it’s the last song of the 

early morning played by a house band in a 

little town in the middle of nowhere, where 

everyone’s so tired they’re virtually dead on 

their feet… it’s incredibly evocative. Buy this 

CD, even if you’re not a country fan: You 

won’t regret it. (And despite being based in 

Nashville, Swift is an Aussie, so you’ll be sup-

porting local talent!)

For a fuller sound that explored the high 

frequencies, I pulled out a favourite album 

of mine, ‘Two Rooms’, which has artists of 

the calibre of Eric Clapton, Sinead O’Connor, 

Kate Bush, Sting, and The Who et al singing 

covers of Elton John and Bernie Taupin’s 

songs. They’re all superb, but the stand-outs 

for me include Wilson Phillips’ version of 

Daniel, Joe Cocker’s of Sorry Seems to be the 

Hardest Word, and Bruce Hornsby’s surreal 

take on Madman Across The Water… and the 

Gold Note delivered on all counts, because 

using it, the album sounded as good as I’ve 

ever heard it sound.

And it gets better, because as a DAC, I 

thought the Gold Note CD-1000 performed 

even better than it does in its role as a CD 

player. Admittedly it was getting fed higher-

res music signals than possible from CD, so 

that’d be a part of the reason for the improve-

ment, but overall, the result was defi nitely an 

even-higher level of performance, across all 

musical genres.

CONCLUSION

I guess the Gold Note CD-1000 would not 

be truly Italian if it didn’t have its little idi-

osyncrasies (think Ducati, Fiat, Ferrari…), 

and confoundingly-enough, it’s often these 

that owners fi nd most endearing, because 

they give what is otherwise a mass-produced 

product the personality of a bespoke one. So 

if this sounds like you, I think you’ll fi nd it 

very easy to become infatuated with the

Gold Note CD-1000. Dean Shopes

LAB REPORT ON PAGE 44
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 42
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for the DAC Gold Note is using in the CD-

1000, and you can see this refl ected also in 

the oscillograms showing performance with a 

1kHz square wave, as well as with an impulse, 

which also shows a standard implementation 

of an oversampling fi lter. Polarity is normal 

(non-inverting), so you won’t have to re-wire 

your system to ensure correct absolute phase 

when switching from some other component 

to the CD-1000.

The frequency response of the CD-1000 

varied a little depending on whether the 

input signal was from a CD in the player’s 

own tray, or input digitally via the external 

input. From CD, the frequency response was 

ruler fl at from 5Hz up to 2kHz, after which 

the response rolled off gently to be 1dB down 

at 10kHz and 2.6dB down at 20kHz. (That 

roll-off looks a bit exaggerated on Graph 13 

due simply due to the extreme vertical scale 

of the graph: 1dB per horizontal division.) 

Tested with an external 24-bit/48kHz signal, 

the response was absolutely ruler-fl at from 

2Hz right out to 20kHz, as you can see from 

Graph 14. (The left and right channels have 

been manually separated, so you can see 

both.) And when I say ‘ruler-fl at’ you can see 

that despite this graph having even-more 

extreme vertical scaling (0.5dB/division), the 

responses are still absolutely ‘ruler’ fl at.

LABORATORY TEST REPORT

The maximum voltage available at the bal-

anced output of the Gold Note CD-1000, as 

measured by Newport Test Labs, is extraordi-

narily high: around 8-volts RMS, compared to 

a fairly-standard 2-volts RMS at the unbal-

anced outputs. This will make no difference 

to the CD-1000’s performance, or its ability 

to interface with down-stream products (pre/

power amplifi ers, etc) but it does mean that 

unless your downstream product allows you 

to adjust the sensitivity of each of its inputs, 

you will have to adjust the volume control 

whenever you switch to using the CD-1000 as 

a source unless you option-in the Gold Note 

CD-1000’s volume control, which will then 

allow you to set its volume to the same aver-

age level of your other source components. 

Alternatively, and ‘way more cost-effectively, 

just use the CD-1000’s unbalanced outputs.

Balance between the left and right chan-

nels—either balanced or unbalanced—is 

superb, at better than 0.009dB at 1kHz. 

Channel separation is also superb, better 

than 130dB at low frequencies, better than 

125dB across the midrange, and better than 

100dB at high frequencies. Channel phase 

was equally good, with no phase errors at all 

at low and midrange frequencies, and just a 

0.62° error at 20kHz. Group delay was typical 

The CD-1000 proved to have very low 

distortion except at extremely high (0dB) test 

levels, seeming to show Gold Note has opti-

mised the player for music playback, where 

maximum levels are typically at around 

–20dB. This is evidenced by the difference in 

distortion levels at 0dB (Graph 1) and –20dB 

(Graph 4) measured by Newport Test Labs. At 

0dB you can see many odd-order distortion 

components, though the highest of these 

(the third) is only at –80dB (0.01%) and the 

fi fth- and seventh-order are at around –98dB 

(0.0012589%) with all others being more 

than 110dB down (0.0003162%). However, 

when you look at the –20dB test signal, 

there’s just a single third-order distortion 

component at –118dB (0.0001259%). This 

same effect occurred both when playing CDs 

and when using the external digital input. 

You can see the effect when using an external 

digital input by looking at Graph 16.

At lower levels, the CD-1000’s distortion 
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was very low, irrespective of whether or not 

the signal was dithered, which is quite inter-

esting, as I can’t recall seeing as good perfor-

mance with undithered signals previously. 

This is of academic interest only, however, as 

all music signals will be dithered, therefore 

you can expect the type of performance 

shown in Graph 7 and in Graph 8.

Distortion also increased at higher 

frequencies, as you can see from Graph 11, 

which shows CCIF distortion using 19kHz 

and 20kHz test signals as the IMD stimu-

lus, though this is also because of the high 

recorded level (at 0dB) of the two test signals. 

There is an unwanted signal regenerated 

down at 1kHz, but it’s more than 120dB 

down. You can also see the increase in distor-

tion at high frequencies on Graph 17.

Signal-to noise ratios returned by the CD-

1000 on Newport Test Labs’ test bench were 

excellent, with both 16-bit/44.1kHz signals 

(110dB A-weighted) and with 24-bit/48kHz 

signals (108dB CCIR-RMS weighted). These 

are very good results, but they do come off 
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Gold Note CD-1000  (AES-17 Standard using 48kHz/24-Bit)

Digital Section Result Units/Comment

Out of Band Spurious Components –107.658dB

Suppression of Imaging Components –86.648dB (Worst Case)

Level Dependent Logarithmic Gain –0.007dB

Intermodulation Distortion (1) –56.048dB 18kHz/20kHz 1:1 Ratio

Intermodulation Distortion (2) –73.505dB 41Hz/7993Hz 4:1 Ratio

Low Level Noise Modulation +2.211dB Worst Case

Idle Channel Noise –106.30dB CCIR-RMS weighting

Signal-to-Noise Ratio –108.298dB CCIR-RMS weighting

Power Line Products –115.363dB 50Hz

Non-Linear Interchannel Crosstalk (a) –119.129dB 3kHz (2nd-order ref 17kHz/20kHz)

Non-Linear Interchannel Crosstalk (b) –119.830dB 6kHz (3rd-order ref 17kHz/20kHz)

Non-Linear Interchannel Crosstalk (c) –116.663dB 10.040kHz (2nd re 40Hz/10kHz)

Non-Linear Interchannel Crosstalk (d) –106.935dB 10.080kHz (3rd re 40Hz/10kHz)

Absolute Phase Non-Inverting Normal/Inverted

Gold Note CD-1000 CD Player Test Results - 16-bit/44.1kHz

Analogue Section Result Units/Comment

Output Voltage (Balanced) 8.7995 / 8.8111 volts (Left Ch / Right Ch)

Output Voltage (Unbalanced) 2.2017 / 2.1994 volts (Left Ch / Right Ch)

Frequency Response See Graph dB (20Hz – 20kHz)

Channel Separation  130 / 125 / 101 dB at 16Hz / 1kHz / 20kHz

THD+N 0.008% @ 1kHz @ 0dBFS

Channel Balance 0.009dB @ 1kHz @ 0dBFS

Channel Phase 0.00 / 0.00 / 0.62 degrees at 16Hz / 1kHz / 20kHz

Group Delay +180 / –4.37 degrees (1–20kHz / 20–1kHz)

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (No Pre-emph) 100 / 111 dB (unweighted/weighted)

De-Emphasis Error 0.161 / 1.01 / 2.32 dB at 1kHz / 4kHz / 16kHz

Linearity Error @ –60.00dB / –70.00dB 0.01 / 0.05 dB (Test Signal Not Dithered)

Linearity Error @ –80.59dB / –85.24dB 0.01 / 0.01 dB (Test Signal Not Dithered)

Linearity Error @ –89.46dB / –91.24dB 0.05 / 0.06 dB (Test Signal Not Dithered)

Linearity Error @ –80.70dB / –90.31dB 0.07 / 0.04 dB (Test Signal Dithered)

Power Consumption 2.96 / 15.17 watts (Standby / On)

Mains Voltage During Testing 241 – 249 volts (Minimum – Maximum)

Digital Section Result Units/Comment

Digital Carrier Amplitude 200mV Audioband

Digital Carrier Amplitude 3.03V / 0.95V Differential / Common Mode

Audioband Jitter 7.4 / 0.043 nS (p–p) / UI (p–p)

Data Jitter 17.5 / 0.098 nS (p–p) / UI (p–p)

Deviation 27.8 ppm

Frame Rate 44.098.772

Eye-Narrowing (Zero Cross) 24.7 / 0.137 nS (p–p) / UI (p–p)

Eye-Narrowing (200mV) 35.3 / 0.202 nS (p–p) / UI (p–p)

Absolute Phase Normal Normal / Inverted

the back of the higher-than-usual output volt-

age I mentioned at the start of this report, be-

cause this higher output voltage has the effect 

of artifi cially ‘improving’ the signal-to-noise’ 

ratio by a few dB.

The de-emphasis circuitry in the CD-1000 

was not as accurate as I’ve seen, with a 1dB 

error at 1kHz and a 2.3dB error at 16kHz, but 

at least the Gold Note has such a circuit in the 

fi rst place, because many manufacturers don’t 

offer it at all. As to its importance, it will only 

matter if you play CDs manufactured back in 

the early 1980s, and the only effect will be that 

they will sound a little ‘brighter’ in the high 

frequencies than they would have otherwise.

Linearity errors were extremely small at all 

tested levels, so the Gold Note CD-1000 will ac-

curately reproduce all sounds at the same level 

they were recorded. Digital eye-narrowing was 

higher than I am used to seeing, but will be of 

no consequence; the same could be said of the 

jitter levels.

Also rather high was the 240V mains power 

consumption in standby mode, which Newport 

Test Labs measured as being nearly 3-watts, 

which is ‘way more than the Australian stand-

ard (0.5-watts or less).

Overall, the measured performance of the 

Gold Note CD-1000 was excellent, either as a

CD player or a DAC.  Steve Holding


